THE ROCHEM® JET ENGINE-WASH SYSTEM (Ro-Jet-Wash™)

“Clean When you want, Because you want to”

“CLEAN WHEN YOU WANT TO,
BECAUSE YOU WANT TO “

The Rochem®Jet Engine Wash System (Ro-Jet-Wash™) represents the latest, most efficient, effective and lowcost ownership technology for the on-wing cleaning of any type and size of aircraft jet engine.
The already numerous proven benefits of using the Ro-Jet-Wash™ system include

•
•
•
•

Significantly reduced fuel burn – typically 1 to 1.5% per annum

•

Patented atomising nozzle injection system maximises compressor (and main fan) cleaning
result with minimum usage of water

•
•
•
•
•
•

Considerably reduced maintenance workload

•

RJW 2000

Consistent, predictable results from every engine wash
Longer on-wing times
Operator choice of using hot water washing only or hot wash with the addition of detergents
to further improve cleaning effect.

Easier maintenance process and procedure
Engine wash times including set-up reduced to minutes not hours
Unsurpassed cost/benefit ratios
Extremely short payback/amortisation periods
Minimal maintenance requirements – no consumables apart from water (and small amount
detergent if used)
Self-powered for use anywhere on site Safe, self-positioning system – no physical
connection whatsoever to the engine being washed

RJW 1000

•

Optional mobile Collection System for the collection and recovery of under engine water wash
drainage and removed dirt. Sluice extends easily for use and retracts easily for transportation
and storage. Optional post treatment system (mounted on engine wash cart) for the separation of waste
water, dirt and chemical (if used) and reuse of cleaned water or safe disposal to drain.
The Ro-Jet-Wash System is supported world-wide by Rochem® Aviation Inc. and its associated Rochem®
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A CLEAN ENGINE IS A HEALTHY ENGINE.
KEEP IT THAT WAY WITH THE PATENTED
ROCHEM® JET ENGINE-WASH SYSTEM

Why Wash Jet Engines?
All jet engines consume vast amounts of unfiltered air which,
especially at low levels, can contain varying amounts of airborne
oily vapors, sticky tree sap, unburned hydrocarbons, salt, and
general atmospheric dirt, a portion of which sticks to and builds
up over time on compressor vanes and blades. This reduces
their operating efficiency, decreases engine mass flow, increases
combustion and EGT temperatures, and subsequently increases
fuel consumption.
Combustion and turbine sections of all jet engines can also suffer
from so-called hot-end corrosion due to ingestion and gradual
build-up of airborne salt and other corrosive elements. Hot-end
corrosion is still one of the major causes of engine failure and
very costly visits to the repair shop.

Sp ray He ad e rs

Fouling of jet engines by the unfiltered air that they consume
cannot be physically prevented, but it can be controlled and minimized by regular on-wing engine washing to maintain output and
fuel efficiency and prevent hot-end corrosion.
The Rochem® Jet-Wash System is designed specifically to keep
a clean engine clean in the easiest and most cost effective way.

The RJW system is effectively a closed-cycle eco-friendly engine cleaning system.
Below is an RJW1000 that was used to wash an A320 aircraft. The wash fluid, hot demineralized water only
(or a mixture of hot water and detergent, if preferred) is safely atomized into the core engine as the engine is
being turned at motoring speed in order to wet and clean the entire engine gas path from inlet to exhaust.

Wid e Bo d y Ai rcr af t / L a rg e F leet S yst e m

The RJW2000 wash trailer is
specifically designed for major
fleet operators of large aircraft
type. It is complete with higher
capacity wash water tanks and
heating systems, a diesel
generator, and an onboard
waste water post-treatment
system capable of recovering
and simultaneous cleaning of
the spent wash water during the
washing cycle, returning it to
the wash water tanks for re-use.

Mist Separator/Collection System

Any contaminated water that falls through gravity to the lower half of the engine during the wash is collected
in the under-engine sluice and automatically returned by gravity to a waste collection tank mounted in the
wash cart. The remainder of the contaminated wash water droplets are carried out of the engine in the exhaust, passing through a highly efficient coalescer unit which removes the water droplets and drains them
into a
collection tank. This results in only clean, dry air being exhausted to atmosphere. This allows the possibility
for “at the gate” engine washing, and the collected waste water can be later processed for safe disposal or
even re-use.
The atomized injection process and effective drainage system ensure the engines are dry almost immediately after the wash so post-wash drying cycles are not necessary the way they are with non-atomized, deluge
wash systems.

N a r r o w Bo d y Ai r c r a f t
The standard RJW1000 engine wash system is supplied complete and ready to use in three modules:
• Wash cart module (left) carries the wash tanks,
pumping system, and atomizing headers
• Folding extendable sluice module (center)
• Mist Eliminator / Collection System (right)

The RJW Collector System is a towable rugged cart designed to withstand the riggers of airport life.
The combination Sluice/Mist Separator are installed on one cart so that it can be towed separately or in
tandem with the delivery unit to the wash location. The sluice consists of slidable ABS sheets curved
and connected so they can be easily starched out beneath the aircraft engine during the wash to capture all liquid drainage. The MS panel catches the exhaust mist and through droplet separator profile
separates the wash water into the waste tank mounted on the lower frame. All fluid can be transferred
to the WTU for reclamation. The cleaned water can be reused or dispensed to local drain safely.

Rochem® Jet Engine Wash System, Ro-Jet-Wash™ , represents the latest, most
efficient and effective technology for on-wing cleaning of any type and size of
aircraft jet engine. Ro-Jet-Wash™ patent number is US9,452,848 B2.

